We apply the Hubbard Hamiltonian to describe quantum-dot arrays weakly coupled to two contacts. Exact diagonalization is used to calculate the eigenstates of the arrays containing up to six dots and the linear-response conductance is then calculated as a function of the Fermi energy. In the atomic limit the conductance peaks form two distinct groups separated by the intradot Coulomb repulsion, while in the band limit the peaks occur in pairs. The crossover is studied. A finite interdot repulsion is found to cause interesting rearrangements in the conductance spectrum. 
Transport through a single quantum dot weakly coupled to two contacts has been the subject of much experimental and theoretical work, i 4 and a fairly clear picture has emerged. Relatively little work has been done on arrays of quantum dots, though it now seems feasible to fabricate such structures. 5 Most theoretical work on arrays has been based on the RC model which neglects coherence between individual dots in the array. However, it is expected that in semiconductor quantum-dot arrays such interdot coherence will play an important role in determining the transport properties. The purpose of this paper is to present theoretical results for the conductance of coherent arrays as a function of the Fermi energy, G(E~).
A single quantum dot behaves as an artificial atom in its charge and energy quantizations and is often de- 
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Equation (2) We also studied cases in which the interdot coupling is comparable to or greater than the intradot repulsion. Figure 2 shows the conductance of three-dot and six-dot chains with interdot coupling t = 5 meV and intradot repulsion U = 1 meV or 5 meV. In this band limit, conductance peaks occur in pairs. Here the interdot cou- pling t determines the separation between difFerent pairs of peaks, while the intradot repulsion U causes the splitting between the two peaks within a pair. It can be shown that each pair corresponds to the tnnneling of two electrons with opposite spin. In the limit of zero intradot repulsion (U -+ 0), the two peaks merge into one as we would expect &om a one-particle picture. For small U, the pairing feature is washed out by thermal broadening. Hence, at high texnperatures one sees single peaks instead, which are similar to that of noninteracting tunneling.
The insets of Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) depict the conductance peak loci of three-dot and six-dot chains as a function of the interdot coupling at low temperatures, where excited states can be neglected. The insets demonstrate the evolution from "two-band" structures into patterns of paired peaks with increasing the interdot coupling. This evolution corresponds to the crossover of the Hubbard model from the atomic limit (U &) t) to the band limit (U « t), which is of special interest in the high-T, superconducting systems.
So far we have neglected interdot repulsion. However, this could be signi6cant in real quantum-dot arrays. To illustrate the effect of interdot repulsion, we show the atomic-limit conductance spectrum of a six-dot chain in the presence of moderate interdot repulsion (W = 1 meV) in Fig. 3 . The interdot repulsion changes the manybody ground state energies as well as their compositions, and the change is axnpli6ed as the number of electrons is increased. Thus the interdot repulsion causes more signi6cant changes in the upper Hubbard band than the lower one, and the symmetry is broken between the upper and lower bands in the conductance spectrum. In the following, we take a three-dot chain to show explicitly why peak amplitudes change in the presence of interdot repulsion.
In a three-dot system, there are six single-particle states: (1) dot 1, spin up; (2) dot 1, spin down; (3) dot 2, spin up; (4) dot 2, spin down; (5) dot 3, spin up; (6) dot 3, spin down. We index the six states in this order. For example, I010100) simply denotes a many-body state that has two spin-down electrons, one at dot 1 and another at dot 2. With no interdot repulsion, the six states )011111), I101111), I110111), I111011), i111101), and I111110)are degenerate and have the same probability in the 6ve-particle ground state. However, with 6nite interdot repulsion W, the energies of the four states with the hole at end dots (I011111),I101111), I111101),and I111110))increase by 6W, while those of the two states with the hole in the middle dot (I110111)and I111011)) increase only by 4'. Therefore with interdot repulsion the new ground state is mainly composed of I110111) and I111011),which cannot make transitions to the sixparticle state Illllll) through the leads. As a result, the 5~6 conductance peak is greatly suppressed. On the other hand, the one-particle states, which are the electron-hole coxnplement states of the 6ve-particle states when there is no interdot repulsion, experience no interdot repulsion and remain unchanged. Therefore the electron-hole symmetry breaks and the two conductance groups become distinct.
The nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the same nonmonotonic temperature dependence is equally present at zero interdot repulsion cases, which is quite visible in Fig. 1(b It is visible in Fig. 3 that raising temperature not only broadens the peak widths and reduces the heights, but changes the relative amplitudes (see arrow 1) and moves peak positions (see arrow 2) as well. This nonmonotonic behavior is due to the fact that excited states are populated and participate in the transport at high temperatures. At the same time, the coupling of the leads to the excited states could be very difFerent &om the coupling to the ground state. The
